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LED Lighting Series

LIGHTING as one of the most critical methods of energy consumption in today’s world, consumes 20% of globally
generated power, and is increasingly under scrutiny by modern society. In order to relieve national power shortages
and lower energy-consumption, it is necessary to implement practical energy saving projects at the source, develop
new energies and use even more energy-saving and environment-friendly lighting products. For this reason, LED
lighting products have gained wide focus from the global community.

Tianyi Electric (TAYEE) is a specialist manufacturer of signal controls, and is dedicated to responding to calls for
national energy savings and lower carbon emissions by promoting low energy consumption LED lighting products.
By applying its rich experience of more than a decade of manufacturing signal controls and after two years of R&D,
TAYEE now offers China’s leading technology in LED energy saving lighting products.
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Advantages of LED products
Low power consumption Under the same lighting conditions, LED lighting products can save up to 80%
electricity in comparison to incandescent lights and can save 50% electricity in comparison with fluorescent neon lights.
Luminosity Under the same output conditions, LED lighting products have 5-6 times the luminosity of incandescent
lights and twice that of neon fluorescent lights. The special characteristic of TAYEE’s LED lighting and products are in the
LED arrangement and the optic design which greatly strengthen the optical usage.
Extra-longevity LED lights have a shelf life of up to 50000 hours, which is 50 times more than incandescent lights
and 5 times that of energy saving lights.
Safe to the environment Traditional neon fluorescent tube lights contain mercury,which has a relatively
shorter shelf life and which also emits harmful mercury vapours when discarded tubes are destroyed, gravely polluting
the environment and posing a threat to human health. The new type LED lighting products have no mercury element and
discarded old tubes can be recycled and re-used, do not contain thermal radiation or ultraviolet rays and therefore are
completely safe to use.
Green light source LED lighting product light beams contain no type of thermal radiation such as ultraviolet rays
or infrared rays etc. and therefore pose no safety or health threats.
Instantaneous activation LED lighting products are not restricted by start-up temperature and can reach peak
luminosity as soon as they are switched on and therefore are suited to occasions where frequent use of switching lights
on and off are required.
Safe and dependable The LED lighting products made by TAYEE have an unique structural design, have good
resistance to vibration and are safe and long lasting.
Environmental savings Low energy consumption that does not intrude on power grids; excellent longevity that
greatly reduces waste from discarded materials and environmental pressures.
Excellent all-purpose applicability
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Designed for usage between 110-240V, offering global-wide compatibility.

LED Lighting Series

Light source comparison
Incandescent light

Neon fluorescent light

LED light

Luminosity rate(Lm/W)

15

60

≥75

Color rendering index(Ra)

100

85

≥72

Operation driver efficiency(%)

100

100

100

Light source actual rate of efficiency(Lm/W)

7.5

8.5

10

Color temperature, full color temperature(K)

2800

Full color temperature

Full color temperature

60

20

8

1000

10000

50000

Incandescent light

Neon fluorescent light

LED light

1000h

10000h

50000h

60W/light

20W/light)

8W/light)

10h

10h

10h

30day

30day

30day

Number of lights used(light)

500light

500light

500light

Average unit cost of electricity(RMB)

0.8RMB

0.8RMB

0.8RMB

Daily power consumption(W)

240W

80W

32W

Monthly power consumption(W)

7200W

2400W

960W

Annual power consumption(W)

86400W

28800W

11520W

-

66.67%

86.67%

Daily cost of electricity consumed(RMB)

192RMB

64RMB

25.6RMB

Monthly cost of electricity consumed (RMB)

5760RMB

1920RMB

768RMB

Annual cost of electricity consumed(RMB)

69120RMB

23040RMB

9216RMB

-

46080RMB

59904RMB

1.4years

2.8years

13.9years

10number

5number

0number

Light source type

Power consumption(W/light)
Longevity(h)

Product functionality comparison
ǂ
Shelf life(h)
Power consumption rate (W/light)
Daily use (h)
Monthly use(day)

Calculated power consumption

Power savings(%)

Calculation of electricity cost

Electricity cost savings(RMB)

Calculation for total period of usage
Longevity(years)
Calculated number of exchanged units(calculated by
longevity of LED light)(number)
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The importance of greener industrial lighting

The stability and dependability of lighting systems are of paramount importance to industrial safety and efficiency. As
the cost of consumption continues to rise, businesses are increasingly focusing on lighting systems as a means to save
on overheads and as a key area where costs can be reduced.

Broadened sources and economized
expenditure
The price of electricity has been constantly rising
for several years now and is already a cost area that
manufacturers can no longer ignore. New type LED
lighting products can replace traditional incandescent
lighting and under the same power rating and dimensions
can increase brightness by 10%-20% and reduce energy
consumption by 50% with obvious cost reductions.

Increased efficiency
An evident advantage of LED lighting products is
their high level of brightness. In the same area of space
using the same number of machines, the brightness
of LED lighting products is 10%-20% more enhanced
that normal lighting, meaning better visual awareness
and higher work efficiency for workers. At the same
time, these long lasting saving lights can also reduce
the amount of machine stoppage caused by light
maintenance, letting a level of assured stability and
reliability to the production lighting system.

Environmental protection
As human beings have evolved, our impact
on global resources and environmental issues has
become more and more evident. We must endeavour
to contemplate ways of saving resources and increase
efficiency of use of resources. Using LED lighting
products not only provides a higher quality of lighting
but also greatly reduces energy consumption as well
as reduces air pollution and emission levels of carbon
dioxide, sulphur dioxide and nitric oxide etc. Therefore,
not only is it beneficial to the natural environment, but it
is also advantageous to manufacturing environments.

tianyi-electric.com
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Cost control
Generally speaking, lighting cost includes: cost of
purchase, energy consumption cost and maintenance
cost. However, many enterprises only focus on initial
outlays and do not give too much consideration to the
impact of energy expenses and cost of maintenance on
production. Simple calculations can demonstrate that use
of a long term effective lighting plan can not only bring a
return on investment in a relatively short amount of time
but can also greatly reduce maintenance costs and the
need for maintenance labor, thereby producing long term
savings.

LED Lighting Series

Our advantages

Shanghai Tianyi Electrics has been researching LED
products for more than 10 years, initially offering LED series signal
lights and warning light products. Since then it has continued
to grow its research team and promote new product lines. The
company responded to the government’s appeal and placed
huge emphasis on LED savings for the manufacturing industry.
The company has invested millions of RMB to import the most
advanced equipment and production lines, and uses leading
international testing instruments to assure production control and
product quality. We incorporate ROHS standards and precision
management practices into all areas in order to provide high
quality products that can support and respond to our customers’
needs.
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Frequently used lighting terminology
Luminous flux(Lm)

is the perceived power of light by the naked eye. It is the power of light within any
wavelength unit and the product of the relative visibility of the given wavelength. The human eye’s visibility rate of
different wavelengths is not the same and therefore at the same power of light in different wavelengths, the luminous
flux is not the same.

Illuminance(Lx)

is the unit of luminous flux incident on a surface. Illuminance is a base index used within lighting

Power rating(W)

is shown by the label or product category indicates the energy consumption of the light source.

design.

Luminous efficacy(Lm/W) is the comparative value of the total luminous flux emitted by the light source and the light
source’s rate of power consumption (watts).
Average longevity(h)

become faulty.

indicates the usage hours of a group of lights when switched on, until 50% of lights

Color temperature(K)

is when the hue emitted by the light source reaches a similar hue to that emitted by a
black-body at a certain temperature, stated in units of absolute temperature K (Kelvin).

Color rendering(Ra) indicates the color relationship between the authentic color of objects (their natural hue)
and the color rendition by a standard light source. The Ra value is determined by 8 tests defined in the DIN6169
standards that compare colors under standard light sources and the tested light source. The smaller the color
discrepancy means the better the color rendering. The Ra value is expressed as a value out of 100 comparing the
color rendition of objects under certain lighting in relation to the standard.
Relationship between color rendering index and color rendition
The color rendering of an object by a light source is called color rendition, and is obtained by comparison of an
object’s color appearance under the same color temperatures or standard light sources (incandescent or LED).The
spectrum content emitted by a light source determines its optical color, however there can be many optical colors, a few
of which can only be made up of a combination of two primaries which means the color rendition of each color can also
be different. The same optical color light source can have different spectrum components. Light sources with broader
spectrum components can provide products of a better color rendering quality.

Index(Ra)

90-100

Excellent

80-89

Good

60-79

General

Grade

Average

application
Locations requiring precision
color contrast
Good

Locations requiring

accurate color recognition

high color rendition

Locations requiring average
levels of color rendering
Locations requiring low color

40-59

OK

rendering and lower color
contrast

20-39

Not so good

Locations with no particular
requirement for color contrast
low color rendition
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Optical color application
White, color temperature 5000-7000k, high luminosity, invigorates and gathers people. Applicable in industrial
spaces, offices and commercial spaces.
Warm white, color temperature 2700-3500k, emits a slightly yellow light, similar to the light color emitted by
incandescent lights. Can make people feel warm, healthier and comfortable. Applicable in commercial spaces and in the
home.
Scope of illuminance
Lighting illuminance is conversely proportionate to square distance (the further the distance, the lesser the
illuminance)
Strength of light emitted (cd) square distance (m) = illuminance(LX)
Point A illuminance:3600÷2²=900(LX) Point B illuminance:900÷2=450(LX)
(half of Point A’s illuminance)
Point C illuminance:3600÷3²=400(LX) Point D illuminance:400÷2=200(LX)
(half of Point C’s illuminance)

Density of lighting power rating
The density of the power rating of lighting is a key concept and index considered during lighting design. It indicates
the light installation power rating of a unit of space (including the light source, electrical ballast and transformer), given
in units of (W/m2). Different constructions and spaces have different lighting requirements, just as the same space with
areas used for different functions can have different lighting requirements. For this reason, determining the illuminance
standard is a basic element of lighting design.
National Standard GB50034 2004 uses the standard density of power rating of lighting in a room or space as an
evaluation standard for light savings. Regulated lighting power rating density implemented values and target values are
strictly enforced and therefore have become an essential consideration in the lighting design process.
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Density of lighting power rating value
Density of light power
2
rate(W/m )

Workshop or public space

Comparative
lighting
density value

Current value

Target value

Lx

Steam room transfer level

9

8

200

Boiler rooms, air extractors, air distributors, fans, furnaces

5

4

100

Main control rooms, dispatch control rooms, computer rooms
Coal transport, carbon and dust removal, chemical and water
provision manufacturing areas

13

11

300

9

8

200

Stamping, cutting

12

11

300

Heat processing

8

7

200

Casting, melting, moulding

9

8

200

Forming

13

12

300

Forging

9

8

200

Offices, information rooms, meeting rooms, assembly halls

11

9

300

Processing rooms, drafting rooms, design rooms

18

15

500

Dining halls, workshop recreation rooms, single unit dormitories

9

8

200

Stairwells

5

4

30

Electricity or coal power generators and
transformer stations

Steel

Auxiliary constructions

Diagram explanation

CE Accreditation

3C Accreditation
8 www. tianyi-electric.com

Contains safe
interval circuit
protection

Interior use

Will not short
out/No hot sun
burning

Opening

Can be installed on
surfaces that are
normally explosive but
do not seal or cover
light installation at
back

LED L ig h t Tu b e Series

LED light tube series
Applicable environments
These products are widely applicable as industrial lighting in factory workshops, and at work stations etc, as interior
lighting in office spaces and commercial spaces etc. and as carriage lighting on subway trains and locomotive transport.

Product features
■Use of high brightness sticker type LED light sources have 10 times the longevity of traditional incandescent lighting
and eliminates maintenance and the cost of replacement
■Advanced electronic circuit structural design, reduces light degradation to the absolute minimum
■120°full directional light emission, even light spread, no flashing or flickering
■ Good energy-saving results with power savings of 70% over traditional incandescent lighting and 55% power savings
over traditional fluorescent lighting.
■ Broad color temperature range, purity of color and good color rendition
■Environment-friendly, no radiation of ultraviolet rays or infrared rays etc., does not contain heavy elements such as
mercury etc.
■Fast activation, reaches normal brightness as soon as the power is switched on without a delay.
■Broad voltage design allowing a wide range of applications
■ Same in appearance, dimension and volume as traditional light tubes enabling quick and easy replacement of
traditional fluorescent lighting.
■ Light body is made from superior quality aluminum alloy material which is pressure and shock resistant and easy to
transport

Conditions of use
Working environment temperature

-20ć~ 50ć

Working environment humidity

40%-90%

Storage environment temperature

-25ć~ 55ć

Lamp case surface temperature

˘35ć(ITa=25ć)

Protection grade

IP40

Product RoHS compliance standard

Input voltage

9$&

Color temperature

.

Rate of frequency range

+]

Color rendering index

˚5D

Frequency factor

ı

Conversion efficiency

˚

Overall light luminosity

/P:

LED heat dispersion method

PCB aluminum base plate

Optical angle



Light fixture material

Aluminium alloy + frosted PC

Technical data
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LED light tube series
Product code description

AD17
Label reference
number
Mark No. for
LED product of
Shanghai Tianyi
Electric Co.,Ltd.

-

LL

-

Design item
number
Light tube
series

□

-

Light tube
diameter
T5
T8
T10

□
Light tube
length(mm)
1200
600

-

□

-

□

Power rating(W)

Driver setting

8
9
18

External driver O
Internal driver I

Standard product models
AD17-LL-T10-1200-18-I
Dimensions

嘶 PP

Bead number

3&6

1196.2

Power rating :
Input voltage9$&
Driver setting ,QWHUQDOGULYHU
Ø32.1

Color :KLWH
22

Luminous flux /P

12.6

Color temperature .
1 meter illuminance /X[

AD17-LL-T10-600-9-I
Dimensions

嘶 PP

Bead number

3&6

608

Power rating :
Input voltage9$&
Driver setting ,QWHUQDOGULYHU

Ø32.1

Luminous flux /P

12.6

Color temperature .

22

Color :KLWH

1 meter illuminance /X[

Note:we can also provide custom-made tubes according to customer’s specific
color,luminous flux and power rating requirements.
10 www. tianyi-electric.com
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AD17-LL-T8-1200-18-I
Dimensions

嘶 PP

Bead number

3&6

1196.2

Power rating :
Input voltage9$&
Driver setting ,QWHUQDOGULYHU
Color :KLWH

Ø28

22

Luminous flux /P

12.6

Color temperature .
1 meter illuminance /X[

AD17-LL-T8-600-9-I
Dimensions

嘶 PP

Bead number

3&6

608

Power rating :
Input voltage9$&
Driver setting ,QWHUQDOGULYHU

Ø28

12.6

Color temperature .

22

Color :KLWH
Luminous flux /P
1 meter illuminance /X[

AD17-LL-T5-600-8-O
Dimensions

嘶 PP

Bead number

3&6

608

Power rating :
Input voltage9$&
Driver setting ([WHUQDOGULYHU
Color :KLWH

Ø16

Luminous flux /P

12.6

Color temperature .
1 meter illuminance /X[

Note:we can also provide custom-made tubes according to customer’s specific
color,luminous flux and power rating requirements.
www. tianyi-electric.com 11
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LED Machine Work Lighting Series
Applicable environments
A wide range of lighting can be provided to suit the different needs of separate operation units in working spaces.
Products include wall mount LED lighting, overhead mounted LED lighting and machine lighting mainly applicable to
large scale equipment, machinery and all types of processing equipment, and an even wider range of high functioning
lighting can be provided.

Product features
Stable light source, suitable for wide scale lighting in machinery and processing work areas
Effectively prevents erosion from cooling agents and lubricant oils
Flexible installation, suitable for attachment to any type of machinery
Maximum shelf life can reach up to 50000 hours without maintenance or repair
Shock resistant, good pressure resistance, convenient to transport
Protection grade as high as IP65
Products separated into two categories of switch use and non-switch operated to offer convenient selection by the
customers for their different needs.

Conditions of use
Working environment temperature

ćć

Working environment humidity



Storage environment temperature

ćć

Lamp case surface temperature

˘ć 7D ć

Protection grade

,3

Product ROHS compliance standard

Input voltage

9ǃ9

Color temperature

.

Rate of frequency range

+]

Color rendering index

5D

Frequency factor

˚

Beam angle

eǃe

Technical data

LED heat dispersion method

aluminium base plate heat
dispersion

Superior quality

Material

aluminium (outer casing)

Product code description

AD17

-

JX

-

□

-

□

Label reference
number

Design item
number

Installation
method

Product ID

Mark No. for LED
product of Shanghai
Tianyi Electric Co.,Ltd.

LED Machine
Work Lighting
Series

Overhead mount J
Arm mount B

001.002.003.004
005.006.007.008

12 www. tianyi-electric.com
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Overhead mounted LED machine work lighting
The compact casing and high strength light rays are extremely suited to integrated
installation for small scale machinery and it comes with a sealed and fastened lamp
head structure to provide effective ground protection and avoid damage from flying
debris from grinding, carving or machining activities
■
■
■
■
■

Light rays do not flicker, suited for workshops
Two types: spot light and flood light
Suited for permanent mounting on machinery
Can realize multiple uses via overhead mounting
Magnetic base for flexible use

0°
18
0°
30

4
10
59
93

Ø65

Ø10.8
Ø6.2

180°

Product Model Number Power rating

voltage

Luminous flux

Frequency

Beam angle

AD17-JX-J-001

 :

9

/P

+]



AD17-JX-J-002

 :

9

/P

+]



AD17-JX-J-003

 :

9

/P

+]



AD17-JX-J-004

 :

9

/P

+]



AD17-JX-J-005

 :

9

/P

+]



AD17-JX-J-006

 :

9

/P

+]



AD17-JX-J-007

 :

9

/P

+]



AD17-JX-J-008

 :

9

/P

+]



Ǆ
Ǆ
Ǆ
Ǆ
Ǆ
Ǆ
Ǆ
Ǆ

Protection grade
,3
,3
,3
,3
,3
,3
,3
,3

Note: This product is available with and without switch operation. If you wish to purchase lighting with a switch control,
please add ‘K’ after the model number, e.g.: AD17-JX-J-001K.
www. tianyi-electric.com 13
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LED Machine Work Lighting Series
Arm mount LED machine work lighting
Arm mount LED machine work lighting is suited for use with large size machinery
and equipment to light a larger area. 3 LED light beads provide ideal light quality, and
the flexible arm and stable interim connector ensure fast and accurate positioning. The
additional connector at the light fixture’s base gives even greater flexibility.
■ 3 LED light beads provide a high level of light concentration
■ No heat produced in the light radiation direction, suited for working environments
■ Greatest working range up to 800mm
■ Screw style flexible arm can be operated with ease

0°
30

4

420

14

0°

10
Ø65

280

200°

°
130

93

Ø10.8
Ø6.2

180°

Product Model Number Power rating

voltage

Luminous flux

Frequency

Beam angle Protection grade

$'-;%

 :

9

/P

+]



$'-;%

 :

9

/P

+]



$'-;%

 :

9

/P

+]



$'-;%

 :

9

/P

+]



$'-;%

 :

9

/P

+]



$'-;%

 :

9

/P

+]



$'-;%

 :

9

/P

+]



$'-;%

 :

9

/P

+]



Ǆ
Ǆ
Ǆ
Ǆ
Ǆ
Ǆ
Ǆ
Ǆ

,3
,3
,3
,3
,3
,3
,3
,3

Note: This product is available with and without switch operation. If you wish to purchase lighting with a switch control,
please add ‘K’ after the model number, e.g.:$'-;%.Ǆ
14 www. tianyi-electric.com
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Machinery work lighting
Machinery work lighting is mainly suited for use with large machinery and all
types of processing equipment and can provide a larger range of high quality light.
The light fixture uses double fluorescent tubes to emit light. The outer casing is
made of a perfect blend of acrylic acid and borosilicate glass which is extremely
water-proof, erosion resistant and anti-explosive. The fixture’s electrical ballast uses
a general model component design which is easy to maintain and the unit provides
great assurance for safety and increasing production efficiency. It also satisfies
lighting safety in condition of humidity, chemicals and powder dust etc.
灯具总长度

■Can provide an even and broad range of
lighting for machinery and processing areas
■The electric ballast installed in the fixture
eliminates flickering and increases machine
operation safety
■Water resistant, dust resistant, resistant to
humidity and erosion
■Installation method can be selected in
accordance with requirements of work
environment
■ Two types available: AC and DC
DC type











Ｍ １６＊１．５电缆接头
发光区域

Ø60



Product model

voltage

Power rating

Frequency

Length of light fixture

Emitted light

Protection grade

$'-;<

9

:

+]

PP

PP

,3

$'-;<

9

:

+]

PP

PP

,3

$'-;<

9

:

+]

PP

PP

,3

$'-;<

9

:

+]

PP

PP

,3

$'-;<

9

:

+]

PP

PP

,3

$'-;<

9

:

+]

PP

PP

,3

AC type 












Length of light fixture Emitted light

Product model

voltage

Power rating

Frequency

Protection grade

$'-;<

9

:

+]

PP

PP

,3

$'-;<

9

:

+]

PP

PP

,3

$'-;<

9

:

+]

PP

PP

,3

$'-;<

9

:

+]

PP

PP

,3

$'-;<

9

:

+]

PP

PP

,3

Note:This product is available to customers with special requirements,If you need please call us to know more.
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LED Cup lamp series
Applicable environments
A wide range of product applications including commercial spaces, exhibitions, hotels, restaurant storage and in the
home etc. can directly replace normal specification halogen or energy saving lights.

Product special features
■Uses high quality and high wattage LED light source providing even light color, no flickering and an attractive and
authentic color of light.
■Unique modern line flow design, new and original style, excellent decorative result
■Light fixture outer casing is made of superior quality aluminium with excellent heat dispersion capability
■Usage can reach up to 50000 hours, economic and durable
■Energy saving, environment-friendly, no radiation such as ultraviolet rays or infra red rays etc, does not contain harmful
toxic substances, does not contain pollutants, easy to recycle and reuse
■Product lamp head is the same as traditional spotlights allowing direct replacement of traditional spotlights
■Choice of multiple angle and different power ratings
■Uses constant flow driver power source and is designed for a wide voltage range for increased general usage

Conditions of use
Working environment temperature

ćać

Working environment humidity

˘

Storage environment temperature

ćać

Lamp case surface temperature

˘ć

Protection grade

,3

Product ROHS compliance standard

Technical data
Input voltage

$&99$&'&

Color temperature

.

Rate of frequency range

+]

Color rendering index

˘5D

Frequency factor

˘

Conversion efficiency

˘

Overall light luminosity

ı/P:LED heat dispersion method:Aluminium alloy heat conduction

Optical angle

eǃeǃeǃeǃe Light fixture material: Aluminum + Flame retardant ABS

MR11

Ø30

MR16

30

52

47

6

8
20

8

Ø1.50

Ø22.3

16 www. tianyi-electric.com

Ø5

Ø1.50

22

Selection of lamp heads

Ø13.5

10

5

5

Ø29.5

Ø24

GU10

E14

Ø27.40

E27

LED Cup˨ˡˠ♃ᵃ㋏߫
lamp series

Product code description

 AD17DBƶ
ƶ
ƶƶƶ

Label reference
number
Mark No for
led product of
Shanghai Tianyi
Electric Co.,Ltd.

Design item
number
Light cup
series

Light cup
reference number
001、002
003、004
005、006
007、008
009、010
011、012
013

Power rating

Optical angle

1 1W
3 1W
3 2W
3 3W
4 1W
5 1W
9 1W
12 1W

15°
30°
38°
45°
60°
120°

Lamp head
model
number
MR11
MR16
GU10
E27
E14

Optical color
WhiteZ
Warm
whiteN

Note：At time of purchase, ensure to give all data as per the product identification system, providing the power rating,
optical angle, lamp head model number and optical color information etc. E.g. AD17-DB-001-1 1-30-MR11-Z

Standard product models

AD17-DB-001
 :

Input voltage
Working power current

9$&'&

Optical color

:KLWHˋ:DUPZKLWH

Optical angle

eǃeǃeǃ

P$

28.5
2.5

35

2.5

Ø35

Power rating

eǃe
Luminous flux

/P
Lamp head model number 05

AD17-DB-002
Input voltage
Working power current

9$&'&

Optical color

:KLWHˋ:DUPZKLWH

Optical angle

e

Luminous flux

/P

P$

28.5
35

1

15.5

Ø35

 :

Ø24

Power rating

Lamp head model number 05
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LED
Cup lamp series
˨ˡˠ♃ᵃ㋏߫

LED Cup lamp series
Standard product models

AD17-DB-003
Power rating

 :

Ø49

72
a9$&
Input voltage
50
24
P$
Working power current
:KLWHˋ:DUPZKLWH
Optical color
Optical angle
eǃe
Luminous flux
/P
Lamp head model number (
Selection of lamp heads 05ǃ*8ǃ(ǃ(
Note: When using the MR16 lamp head, input voltage must be 12V AC/DC. For all
other lamp heads, voltage is 90-260V AC

AD17-DB-004
Power rating

 :
a9$&
P$
:KLWHˋ:DUPZKLWH

Ø50

73.5
50
Input voltage
Working power current
Optical color
Optical angle
e
Luminous flux
/P
Lamp head model number (
Selection of lamp heads 05ǃ*8ǃ(ǃ(
Note: When using the MR16 lamp head, input voltage must be 12V AC/DC. For all
other lamp heads, voltage is 90-260V AC

AD17-DB-005
 :
a9$&
Input voltage
P$
Working power current
:KLWHˋ:DUPZKLWH
Optical color
eǃeǃeǃeǃe
Optical angle
/P
Luminous flux
Lamp head model number (
Selection of lamp heads 05ǃ*8ǃ(ǃ(
Power rating

70.5
42.5

Ø50

50

Note: When using the MR16 lamp head, input voltage must be 12V AC/DC. For all
other lamp heads, voltage is 90-260V AC
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LED Cup˨ˡˠ♃ᵃ㋏߫
lamp series

Standard product models

AD17-DB-006
 :
a9$&
P$
49
60.5
:KLWHˋ:DUPZKLWH
37
eǃeǃeǃ
eǃe
/P
Luminous flux
Lamp head model number (
Selection of lamp heads 05ǃ*8ǃ(
Note: When using the MR16 lamp head, input voltage must be 12V AC/DC. For all
other lamp heads, voltage is 90-260V AC
Ø49

Power rating
Input voltage
Working power current
Optical color
Optical angle

AD17-DB-007

72
50

53

Ø50

 :
9$&'&
P$
:KLWHˋ:DUPZKLWH
eǃeǃeǃ
eǃe
/P
Luminous flux
Lamp head model number 05
Power rating
Input voltage
Working power current
Optical color
Optical angle

AD17-DB-008
 :
a9$&
P$
50
59.5
:KLWHˋ:DUPZKLWH
31.5
eǃeǃeǃ
eǃe
/P
Luminous flux
Lamp head model number *8
Selection of lamp heads 05ǃ*8ǃ(
Note: When using the MR16 lamp head, input voltage must be 12V AC/DC. For all
other lamp heads, voltage is 90-260V AC
Ø50

Power rating
Input voltage
Working power current
Optical color
Optical angle
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LED
Cup lamp series
˨ˡˠ♃ᵃ㋏߫

LED Cup lamp series
Standard product models

AD17-DB-009
 :

Input voltage

9$&'&

Working power current

P$

Optical color

:KLWHˋ:DUPZKLWH

Optical angle

eǃe

Luminous flux

/P

58
50

43

Ø50

Power rating

Lamp head model number 05
Selection of lamp heads 05ǃ*8ǃ(
Note: When using the GU10 or E27 lamp head, input voltage must be 90-260V AC.
For all other lamp heads, voltage is 12V AC/DC

AD17-DB-010
 :

Input voltage

9$&'&

Working power current

P$

Optical color

:KLWHˋ:DUPZKLWH

Optical angle

eǃe

Luminous flux

/P

49

47

Ø49

Power rating

Lamp head model number 05
Selection of lamp heads 05ǃ*8
Note: When using the GU10 lamp head, input voltage must be 90-260V AC. For all
other lamp heads, voltage is 12V AC/DC

AD17-DB-011
 :

Input voltage

a9$&

Working power current

P$

Optical color

:KLWHˋ:DUPZKLWH

Optical angle

eǃeǃeǃ
eǃe

20 www. tianyi-electric.com

Luminous flux

/P

Lamp head model number

(

80

94
28

Ø94

Power rating

LED Cup˨ˡˠ♃ᵃ㋏߫
lamp series

Standard product models

AD17-DB-012
 :

Input voltage

a9$&9$&'&

Working power current

P$

Optical color

:KLWHˋ:DUPZKLWH

Optical angle

eǃeǃeǃ

111

9

55
8.2

6.2

Ø111

Power rating

eǃe
Luminous flux

/P

Lamp head model number *;

AD17-DB-013
 :

Input voltage

a9$&

Working power current

P$

Optical color

:KLWHˋ:DUPZKLWH

Optical angle

eǃeǃeǃ
eǃe

Luminous flux

/P

120
Ø120.5

Power rating

111.94

Lamp head model number (
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LED
Decorative light series
˨ˡˠ㢅♃㋏߫

LED Decorative light series
Applicable environments
These products are widely suited for use as interior decorative lighting such as partial lighting and exhibit lighting used
in offices, commercial spaces, exhibition centres, museums, art galleries as well as in hotels and restaurant storage spaces.
Currently they are an ideal replacement for traditional halogen and halide lights.

Product features
■ Uses high quality and high wattage LED light source providing even light color, no flickering and an attractive and authentic
color of light.
■ Unique modern line flow design, new and original style, excellent decorative result
■ Light fixture outer casing is made of superior quality aluminium with excellent heat dispersion capability
■ Usage can reach up to 50000 hours, economic and durable
■ Energy saving, environment-friendly, no radiation such as ultraviolet rays or infra red rays etc, does not

contain harmful toxic substances, does not contain pollutants, easy to recycle and reuse
■ Product lamp head is the same as traditional spotlights allowing direct replacement of traditional spotlights
■ Choice of multiple angle and different power ratings
■ Uses constant flow driver power source and is designed for a wide voltage range for increased general usage

Conditions of use

Working environment temperature

ćać

Working environment humidity



Storage environment temperature

ćać

Lamp case surface temperature

ć 7D ć

Protection grade

,3

Product RoHS compliance standard

Technical data
Input voltage
Rate of frequency
range
Frequency factor

$&9

Color temperature

.

+]

Color rendering index

˘5D

˘

Conversion efficiency

˘

Overall light luminosity

≥/P:

LED heat dispersion method:

Aluminium alloy heat conduction

Optical angle

eǃeǃeǃeǃeǂǂLight fixture material: Superior quality aluminum
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LED Decorative˨ˡˠ㢅♃㋏߫
light series

Product code description

AD17THƶ
ƶ
ƶƶ

Label reference
number
Mark No for
LED product of
Shanghai Tianyi
Electric Co.,Ltd.

Design item
number
LED
Decorative
light series

Light cup reference
number
001
002
003
004
005
006
007

Power rating
 :
 :
 :
 :
 :
 :

Optical
angle
e
e
e
e
e

Optical color
WhiteZ
Warm whiteN

Note: At time of purchase, ensure to give all data as per the product identification system, providing the power rating,
optical angle and optical color information etc. E.g. AD17-TH-001-1 3-15-Z

Standard product models

AD17-TH-001
 :

Input voltage

a9$&

Working power current

P$

Optical color
Optical angle

:KLWHˋ:DUPZKLWH
Ǆ
Ǆ
Ǆ
 ǃ ǃ ǃ
Ǆ
Ǆ
 ǃ

Luminous flux

/P

53.5

49.5
32.5

8

Ø53.5

Power rating

'LPHQVLRQVRIRSHQLQJ噌a噌PP
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˨ˡˠ㢅♃㋏߫
LED
Decorative light series

LED Decorative light series
Standard product models

AD17-TH-002
 :

Input voltage

a9$&

Ø84.5
Ø66.5
Ø84.5

Power rating

Working power current P$
Optical color
Optical angle
Luminous flux

:KLWHˋ:DUPZKLWH
Ǆ
Ǆ
Ǆ
 ǃ ǃ ǃ
Ǆ
Ǆ
 ǃ

1.6

3.8

23.8
43.5

/P

'LPHQVLRQVRIRSHQLQJ噌a噌PP

AD17-TH-003
Power rating

 :

Input voltage

a9$&

Ø94

Working power current P$
Optical color
Optical angle
Luminous flux

:KLWHˋ:DUPZKLWH
Ǆ
Ǆ
Ǆ
 ǃ ǃ ǃ
Ǆ
Ǆ
 ǃ
/P

3.5
24
49

'LPHQVLRQVRIRSHQLQJ噌a噌PP

AD17-TH-004
Power rating

 :

Input voltage

a9$&

Ø135

Optical angle

:KLWHˋ:DUPZKLWH
Ǆ
Ǆ
Ǆ
 ǃ ǃ ǃ
Ǆ
Ǆ
 ǃ

Luminous flux

/P

Optical color

Ø135

Working power current P$

61.5

'LPHQVLRQVRIRSHQLQJ噌a噌PP
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LED Decorative˨ˡˠ㢅♃㋏߫
light series

Standard product models

AD17-TH-005
92

60
28

179

 :
99$&
+]
P$
:KLWHˋ:DUPZKLWH
Ǆ
Ǆ
Ǆ
 ǃ ǃ ǃ
Ǆ
Ǆ
 ǃ
Luminous flux
/P
Note: Units sold with installation plates
Power rating
Input voltage
Frequency
Working power current
Optical color
Optical angle

'LPHQVLRQVRIRSHQLQJ PP

AD17-TH-006
92

 :
99$&
+]
P$
:KLWHˋ:DUPZKLWH
Ǆ
Ǆ
Ǆ
 ǃ ǃ ǃ
Ǆ
Ǆ
 ǃ
Luminous flux
900Lm
Note: Units sold with installation plates

60
28

270

Power rating
Input voltage
Frequency
Working power current
Optical color
Optical angle

'LPHQVLRQVRIRSHQLQJ PP

AD17-TH-007
178.5

60

82.5

179.5
83

 :
99$&
+]
P$
:KLWHˋ:DUPZKLWH
Ǆ
Ǆ
Ǆ
 ǃ ǃ ǃ
Ǆ
Ǆ
 ǃ
Luminous flux
/P
Note: Units sold with installation plates
Power rating
Input voltage
Frequency
Working power current
Optical color
Optical angle

'LPHQVLRQVRIRSHQLQJ PP
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LED
rainbow control light series

LED rainbow control light series
Applicable environments
These products are widely suited for use as lighting in offices, exhibition halls, art galleries, commercial spaces and
in storage spaces or above windows as well as in entertainment spaces such as in hotels etc.

Product special features
 Light source obtained from high quality LED light beads using the RGB color module, and providing
beautiful color
Ƶ
Products made with the most advanced wireless analogy variable ray adjustment technology and come
with adjustable beam shade and brightness
Ƶ
Controlled by wireless remote control, select from 4 types of color variation speed and 12 colors to realize
functions such as single color brightness changes or a rainbow cycle etc.
Ƶ
Light fixture made with superior quality aluminium, with excellent heat dispersion capability
Ƶ
Energy saving, environmentally friendly, no radiation, no pollutants
Ƶ
Small in size, lightweight, easy to install and use
Ƶ

Conditions of use
Working environment temperature

ćać

Working environment humidity

˘

Storage environment temperature

ćać

Lamp case surface temperature

˘ć 7D ć

Protection grade

,3

Product RoHS compliance standard

Technical data
Enter voltage

$&99$&'&

Power rating

 :

Frequency factor
Overall light
luminosity
Optical angle

˘

Color rendering index

˘5D

≥/P:

Conversion efficiency

˘

eǃe

LED heat dispersion method:

Aluminium alloy heat conduction

Lamp head

05ǃ(

Light fixture material:

Aluminum + Flame retardant ABS
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LED
flat screen light series
˨ˡˠᑇᵓ♃㋏߫

LED flat screen light series
Applicable environments
LED flat screen light series is widely suited for lighting in: factories, office buildings, commercial spaces, hospitals,
car parks, schools and all types of large public buildings.

Product special features
■ The side ray source uses SMD3528 ultra bright sticker and applies advanced LCD flat screen emission

technology. Even brightness and protective to the eyes.
■ The reflection device uses high purity aluminium alloy and the surface is electrode oxidized for a high rate

of reflection
■ The whole light is made from high purity aluminium alloy giving a beautiful external appearance; ultra light

and thin, just 12mm in thickness
■ External constant flow power source, instantaneous start
■ Excellent heat dispersion capability, no noise, input voltage AC110-240V
■ Usage of more than 50000 hours
■ Easy to install with various mounting methods. Can replace same specification decorative panels or be mounted

from the ceiling on connection rods.

Conditions of use
Working environment temperature

ćać

Working environment humidity

˘

Storage environment temperature

ćać

Lamp case surface temperature

ćać

Protection grade

,3

Product RoHS compliance standard

Technical data
Input voltage

$&9

Color temperature

.

Output voltage

'&9

Rate of frequency range

+]

Pressure resistant insulation

9

Frequency factor

!

Color rendering index

5D

Optical angle

!e

Lighting efficiency

/P:

Light fixture material:

Superior quality aluminumPMMA
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Light rail transport light savings modification plan
Project case
An island style stop on Shanghai’s No. 1 metro line. In brief, the station has two levels, 4 exits, is 3800 sqm in area and
currently uses 1344 strips of 40W fluorescent tubes, which are lit every day for 16 hours.

Existing problems
A. Generally subway stops require underground lighting, with no natural light in addition and are completely
dependent on the lighting from the fluorescent tubes. The light rays are not plentiful and the light source often flickers,
making it harder for passengers to travel up and down
B. Large electrical costs, with an annual consumption of more than 300,000 watts of energy, leading to enormous
costs to the light rail transportation company in electricity fees alone.
C. The frequency rate factor for fluorescent lights is low (about 0.8), a single tube can consume up to 9w from the
grid, which is highly wasteful
D. Starter light fittings and light tubes are easily damaged with a longevity of just one year or so, leading to
repeated maintenance and high costs.

Solution proposal
Generally subway stops use a maximum of 40W T10 fluorescent light tubes with high annual power consumption,
and which are also prone to loud humming and flickering. They also require regular replacement of the tube and starter
fittings with relatively frequent maintenance. Using LED light tubes to replace T10 fluorescent tubes has already been
adopted by many factories as a means to implement a fast and efficient light saving modification plan.
The latest 18W LEDT10 series light tubes researched and developed by our company are equivalent to 40W T10
fluorescent lights and can directly replace the T10 fluorescent tubes. The replacement is easy, fast and the power rating
factor is as high as 0.96 or more (normal inductor electrical ballasts have a factor of 0.4-0.5). They are low maintenance
and in comparison to T10 fluorescent tubes they have a power saving of 50% as well as no humming or flickering. They
provide the leading savings light source for a modification plan and are suited for light saving modifications in factories.

Proposal Benefits
Even more savings, even more power savings,
Low light degradation, long shelf life,

Easy installation, cost savings,
shortened work time,

Easy maintenance,
Environmentally green,

more than 50%
Low light degradation, long shelf life using superior
quality LED bead light source, light degradation is low
and the average usage can reach up to 50000 hours.
The average light degradation at 1000 hours is <3% and
average light degradation at 2000 hours is <8%, much
lower than national standards.
Easy installation, cost savings, shortened work time
When installing LED light tubes, you simply need to
remove the original fluorescent tube and then directly
replace it with the LED tube. Not only does it save
installation costs it can also greatly reduce work time
and increase efficiency.
Easy maintenance No change of light fixtures, no
change of circuits, no change of ballasts, just remove the
starter fitting
Environmentally green Products do not contain mercury
and can reduce environmental pollution.
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ings modification plan

Application result

(calculated based on 16 hours lighting per day, 365 working days per year, RMB1.1 for
each unit of electricity and RMB10/hour for maintenance labor)

Properties comparison
Compared items
Luminosity contrast( Lm/W)
Luminous flux(Lm)
Flickering

Status of current lighting
1344 strips of 40W T10
white light tubes

Status after modification
1344 strips of 18W T10
LED light tubes

60

75

1300-1400

1500

Yes

No

Results post-modification
Increased luminosity by more than
40%
More natural color
Effectively aids with avoiding visual
mistakes
Alleviated visual tiredness

Savings results
Length of lighting(hours/day)

Daily power consumption
Annual power
consumption(units)
Annual power costs(RMB)

16

16

1344 stripsh40Wh16h
r1000W/hours˙860units

1344stripsh18Wh16h
r1000W/hours˙387units

313958

141281

345354

155409

Daily saving of 473 units
Annual saving of 172677
units
Potential annual power
cost savings
RMB 189945

Maintenance cost (calculated based on one 5 year period)
Length of use(hours)

10000

50000

More durable

Almost no damage or
807
(Light fixtures require changing 3
0
maintenance on an
changed per year(strips)
times over 5 years)
annual basis
5645
Cost of changing light
Annual savings
(calculated based on RMB7 per
0
RMB5645
fixture(RMB)
strip)
404
0
Annual savings RMB404
C o s t o f m a i n t e n a n c e (Based on changing one strip per (Based on changing one strip
3 minutes (0.05 of an hour), and per 3 minutes (0.05 of an hour), Cost of maintenance
labor(RMB)
maintenance labor at the cost of and maintenance labor at the
labor
RMB10/hour)
cost of RMB10/hour)
Number of light fixtures

Annual savings

Saved power cost + saved fixture changing cost + saved labor cost

Total annual savings
RMB195994

This case study is applicable to lighting in Factory workshop light, office lighting, supermarket lighting, meeting room
lighting and school lighting etc.
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Factory workshop light savings modification plan
Project case
The No. 1 workshop in a factory is 1600 sqm in area, and the No. 2 workshop is 1000 sqm in area. Currently they use
2080 strips of standard 60cm dual tube 20W T8 fluorescent light tubes which are lit for 12 hours per day.

Existing problems
A. When workers have been working under flickering lights for an extended period they can easily make mistakes
and their eyes will become tired leading to work errors and affecting and extending production times.
B. Large power consumption, annual consumption of more than 100,000 watts; just lighting alone has been a large
cost increase to this factory.
C. Due to the low power rating factor (about 0.8), natural consumption is relatively high resulting in great waste of
grid resources
D. Starter fittings and light tubes are easily damaged, require frequent repair at great cost

Solution proposal
The maximum lighting used in the factory and its workshops is 18-20w T8 fluorescent light tubes. Not only does this
type of light source require a 8-9W inductor electrical ballast but the power rating factor is also low, so every year there
is a lot of wasted consumed power. They are also prone to loud humming and flickering and require regular replacement
of the tube and starter fittings with relatively frequent maintenance. Using LED light tubes to replace T8 fluorescent tubes
has already been adopted by many factories as a means to implement a fast and efficient light saving modification plan.
The latest 9W LEDT8 series light tubes researched and developed by our company are equivalent to 18-20W T8
fluorescent lights and can directly replace the T8 fluorescent tubes. The replacement is easy, fast and the power rating
factor is as high as 0.96 or more. They are low maintenance and in comparison to fluorescent tubes they have a power
saving of 50% as well as no humming or flickering. They provide the leading savings light source for a modification plan
and are suited for light saving modifications in factories.

Proposal Benefits
Even more savings, even more power savings,
Low light degradation, long shelf life,

Easy installation, cost savings,
shortened work time,

Easy maintenance,
Environmentally green,

more than 50%
Low light degradation, long shelf life using superior
quality LED bead light source, light degradation is low
and the average usage can reach up to 50000 hours.
The average light degradation at 1000 hours is <3% and
average light degradation at 2000 hours is <8%, much
lower than national standards.
Easy installation, cost savings, shortened work time
When installing LED light tubes, you simply need to
remove the original fluorescent tube and then directly
replace it with the LED tube. Not only does it save
installation costs it can also greatly reduce work time
and increase efficiency.
Easy maintenance No change of light fixtures, no
change of circuits, no change of ballasts, just remove
the starter fitting
Environmentally green Products do not contain mercury
and can reduce environmental pollution.
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Application result

(calculated based on 12 hours lighting per day, 260 working days per year, RMB1.1 for
each unit of electricity and RMB10/hour for maintenance labor)

Properties comparison
Compared items
Luminosity contrast( Lm/W)
Luminous flux(Lm)
Flickering

Status of current lighting
1344 strips of 40W T10
white light tubes

Status after modification
2080 strips of 9W T8 LED
light tubes

60

75

1300-1400

1500

Yes

No

Results post-modification
Increased luminosity by more than
40%
More natural color
Effectively aids with avoiding visual
mistakes
Alleviated visual tiredness

Savings results
Length of lighting(hours/day)

Daily power consumption
Annual power
consumption(units)
Annual power costs(RMB)

12

12

2080 stripsh20Wh12h
r1000W/hours˙499units

2080stripsh9Wh12h
r1000W/hours˙225units

129792

58406

142771

64247

Daily saving of 274 units
Annual saving of 71386
units
Potential annual power
cost savings
RMB 78525

Maintenance cost (calculated based on one 5 year period)
Length of use(hours)

10000

50000

More durable

Almost no damage or
1248
(Light fixtures require changing 3
0
maintenance on an
changed per year(strips)
times over 5 years)
annual basis
6240
Cost of changing light
Annual savings
(calculated based on RMB7 per
0
RMB6240
fixture(RMB)
strip)
0
624
Annual savings RMB624
C o s t o f m a i n t e n a n c e (Based on changing one strip per (Based on changing one strip
3 minutes (0.05 of an hour), and per 3 minutes (0.05 of an hour), Cost of maintenance
labor(RMB)
maintenance labor at the cost of and maintenance labor at the
labor
cost of RMB10/hour)
RMB10/hour)
Number of light fixtures

Annual savings

Saved power cost + saved fixture changing cost + saved labor cost

Total annual savings
RMB85389

This case study is applicable to lighting in public spaces such as workshop lighting, office lighting, supermarket lighting,
meeting room lighting and school lighting etc.
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